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Abstract: The deposition of very thin functional films within a vacuum chamber is particularly susceptible to 

particulate contamination on the substrate.  A new Contact Cleaning system has been developed which can 

operate within a high vacuum environment without detriment to either the vacuum chamber operation or to the 

cleaning performance of the unit. 

Particles of contamination on substrates are a common cause of defects in all types of coating operations. There 

are a range of conventional cleaning techniques such as brush and vacuum, ultrasonics and contact cleaning which 

are used to remove the particles from the surfaces before coating. Comparative research into the various cleaning 

technologies has been done. This has identified both significant differences in cleaning efficiency and that some of 

the techniques have limitations in the size of particles which they can remove. Only contact cleaning is able to 

remove particles below one micron in size.  

The issue of particulate contamination is particularly severe on metallised films and on very thin vacuum 

deposited coatings where very small, sub-micron particles can cause pinholes in the coating after deposition. A 

high vacuum environment places significant constraints on current cleaning technologies as neither cleaning 

which relies on liquids nor cleaning which requires air can be used in a vacuum.  Further, any contact cleaning 

using elastomer rollers and adhesive rolls must have no outgassing at vacuum which might damage the vacuum 

pumping system. Outgassing volatiles, such as silicone which is a component of most contact cleaning elastomers, 

can condense on the substrate and cause defects in the finished coating.  The removal of volatiles in vacuum can 

also dry out elastomer rollers significantly reducing their cleaning efficiency. 

A significant amount of research has been done to formulate an elastomer and a compatible adhesive which does 

not contain silicone and is designed to operate in a vacuum environment. These key components of a contact 

cleaning system were independently tested in The Holst Centre in The Netherlands under the European 

Community funded project entitled Clean4Yield which verified both the vacuum compatibility of the system and 

that the cleaning performance was not affected by vacuum exposure. This verification work was done as part of 

the European Union funded project Clean4Yield which is targeted at upscaling of Roll to Roll production of 

OLEDs and OPVs.  The elastomer technology has been proven at the Technical University of Dresden to remove 

10 nanometre sized silver nanowire particles and 90 nanometre carbon nanotubes. 

Subsequently this new elastomer technology has been integrated into vacuum deposition production lines for ultra 

high barrier films, OPV cells on aluminium foil and Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD).  This new cleaning 

technology has improved yields in all types of vacuum deposition processes through highly efficient cleaning of 

the film substrate to remove particles down to nanometre size prior to deposition. 
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